
�

First Session, Commencing at 9.30 am

MISCELLANEOUS  AUSTRALIAN  COINS

�
George V - George VI, threepence, �920M, shilling �94�, 
sixpence �950 and halfpenny, �939 roo. Very fine - good 
extremely fine. (4) 

$80

2
George V - Elizabeth II, penny, �95� (with mint red nUNC); 
threepence, �942; shillings, �9�7M, �935, �954; florin �940. 
Good very fine - nearly uncirculated. (6) 

$�50

3
Elizabeth II, Australia coin and note packs �989/9� (5); New 
Zealand, similar packs �987/90 (5). As issued, uncirculated. 
(�0) 

$�00

4
George VI - Elizabeth II, florin �952; shillings �952 (2); 
sixpences �95�PL (2), �963; threepences �963 (2), �964 
(6). Uncirculated - choice uncirculated. (�4) 

$70

5
George VI - Elizabeth II, �938-�988, balance of a type set 
collection in a Supreme album, no commemorative florins, 
predecimal (�2), decimal (8). Uncirculated. (20) 

$200

Private purchase from Downies (originally 35 coins).

6
George VI - Elizabeth II, florins, �95� Jubilee (8), fifty cents 
�966 (�9). Very fine - extremely fine. (27) 

$200

  

part

7*
George V - Elizabeth II, �9��-�954, crowns, �937 (3); florins 
�9��, �9�2 (2), �9�3 (2), �9�4H, �9�5H, �9�7M, �9�8M, 
�9�9M, �925 (2), �927 Canberra, �932 (illus), �933, �943, 
�945, �946, �954 Royal Visit; halfpennies, �939 kangaroo 
reverse (4), all in 2x2 holders. Fair - good very fine. (28) 

$400

8
George V - Elizabeth II, �9�3-�984, mixed denominations, 
each in 2x2 holder, described florins to halfpennies, �924 
shilling good fine. Fine - uncirculated. (33) 

$�60

  

part

9*
George VI - Elizabeth II, sixpences, �944S, �946, �948, �950 
(2), �95�, �95�PL, �952 (good extremely fine illus), �953-
�963; threepences, �938-�950, missing �942S, includes extra 
�948 filled 8; all in 2x2 holders. The 1942 threepence nearly 
extremely fine, very fine - uncirculated. (34) 

$300

�0
Edward VII - George V, threepences, �9�0 (2), �9��, �9�9M 
(2), �92�M, �922, �924, �927, �934 (3), �935, �936 (9); 
sixpences, �9�0, �9�4, �936 (5); shillings, �9�4, �9�7M 
(2), �93� (3), �936; florins, �934, �935, �936 (4). Mostly 
good very fine or better. (42) 

$250

  

part

��*
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, �9�0-�966, type set in Dansco 
press-in album, missing �9�0 sixpence and Melbourne 
Centenary florin, included are �923 halfpenny, �925 and 
�946 pennies, threepence �9�5, shilling �92� star, �940; 
florin �932, crown �938. Very good - uncirculated. (44) 

$800

�2
George V - Elizabeth II, type sets, pre-decimal silver (three 
incomplete) bronze and decimal (three incomplete), also USA 
Kennedy half dollars (6), all in seven Whitman SBS albums. 
Fair - uncirculated. (49) 

$70

�3
George V - Elizabeth II, �9��-�964, pennies (34) assorted 
years, in 2x2 holders including �925, �946 (2); halfpennies 
(�8), includes stained red uncirculated �933. Very good 
- uncirculated. (52) 

$�50

�4
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, �9�0-�964, threepence 
and sixpence sets, complete, in Supreme album. Fair - 
uncirculated. (99) 

$�00

�5
George V - Elizabeth II, �9��-�964, penny set (79), missing 
�930; halfpenny set (80), includes �923, in press-in albums, 
second broken. Early coins cleaned, very good - nearly 
uncirculated. (�59) 

$500
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�6
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, �9�0-�964, threepences, date set 
(5�), missing �922/� overdate; sixpences, �9�0-�963, date 
set (48); shillings, �9�0-�963, date set (62). Earlier dates 
mostly lower grades, poor- extremely fine. (�6�) 

$60

Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection.

�7
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, threepences, �9�0-�964, in a press-
in album, missing �922/� overdate, (56); sixpences, �9�0-
�963, in a press-in album (52); florins, �9�0-�963, missing 
�9�4, �932 and �934-35 Melbourne Centenary, (53). Earlier 
dates in lower grades, poor - extremely fine. (�6�) 

$250

Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection.

�8
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, �9�0-�964, threepences and 
sixpences, incomplete collections, two of each, in broken 
press-in albums. Poor - extremely fine. (�75) 

$60

�9
George V - Elizabeth II, �9�2-20�2, mostly loose decimal, 
a few Australian Numismatic Society medals, Numismatic 
Symposium �979, a box with Rising Sun badges and 
medalets, and four copper medals of French kings, all in one 
box, proof and mint ten dollars �982, proof dollar �984, 
mint ten dollars �985. Fine - FDC. (approx 200) 

$200

Ex Dr L.J.Sherwin Collection.

20
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, �9�0-�964, date sets of penny, 
sixpence and shilling in press-in albums; New Guinea �935-
45 complete in press-in album, includes off centre penny 
�944, extra �946, shillings missing �92� star and �934. 
Poor - uncirculated. (203) 

$350

2�
George V - Elizabeth II, �9��-�964, penny sets (2), one 
missing �925 and �930, other missing �925, �930 and 
�946; halfpenny set in Supreme album, missing �923. Fine 
- uncirculated. (2�3) 

$�00

22
George VI - Elizabeth II, mixed post threepences - florins 
(approx �60g); mixed dates post �966 fifty cents (�8); fifty 
cents, mint roll, �982 (RAM wrapping); dollars, 2020, 
"Donation Dollars" (7); mint five dollars, �988 (2), �992 
(4); mint set, �99�; Sydney 2000, Torch relay medallion and 
pin. Fine - uncirculated. (lot) 

$�50

23
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, �9�0-�98�, halfpennies, pennies, 
threepences and sixpences, nearly complete missing key 
dates, florins (4), shillings (2), decimal one cents to fifty cents; 
world coins (24), all in old blue Renniks plastic album. Fair 
- uncirculated. (approx 300) 

$�50

24
George V - Elizabeth II, an accumulation from an old jar, 
noted were, florins, �927 Canberra (4), small number of pre 
decimal silver but mostly pre decimal and decimal copper, 
mixed decimals and some world minors; also an Edward 
VII era money box. Mostly very good - very fine. (approx 
�.90kg) 

$�00

25
George V - Elizabeth II, pennies (�64), halfpennies (�9), one 
cents (25), penny set in press-in album, missing �925 and 
�930, fifty cents �966 (8), �970/20�6 (��), florins �946, first 
and last two dollars coin/note pack; Great Britain crowns in 
cupro-nickel �965, �98�. Fair - uncirculated. (3�0) 

$�50

26
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, �9�0-�964, pennies (55) (nearly 
all George V), halfpennies (6), threepences (98), sixpences 
(��6), shillings (�5), florins (6�), on Renniks plastic pages, 
wallets (2), hard plastic case, plus Hendo last issue souvenir 
wallet of �963/64 pre-decimal coins (6), some better than 
average grade, no key dates except for one �933 shilling. 
Fair - uncirculated. (357) 

$500

  

  

  

part

27*
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, �9�0-�964, halfpenny set in 
press-in album (missing �923), penny sets in press-in albums 
(two and a half albums  - the half album is �938 - �952) 
(missing �930), threepences and sixpences (above average) 
in press-in album; British pennies and halfpennies in press-
in album, USA, one cent only a few Lincoln, Whitman SBS 
album with world coins, New Zealand type set in press-in 
album, missing Waitangi crown, all in one carton, albums 
damaged or homemade. Poor - uncirculated. (�00s) 

$600

Ex Dr W.J.D.Mira Collection.

28
Edward VII - Elizabeth II, �9�0-�964, complete collection 
crowns to halfpennies, including �934-35 florin, �923 
halfpenny (cast?), missing �930, better than average florins 
�9�4, �936, sixpences and threepences �9�0, plus duplicate 
album of sixpences and threepences (complete). Fair - 
uncirculated. (484) 

$�,000
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29
George V - Elizabeth II, �9��-�979, assorted issues mostly 
pennies and halfpennies, cupro-nickel fifty cents �969-�973 
period, a few silver and some world, some sorted by years in 
Savings Bank pay envelopes, all in a lockable metal security 
tin (7.5kg). Fair - uncirculated. (approx 500) 

$�50

30
George V - Elizabeth II, �9�3-�964, assorted halfpennies, 
�922 (96), �950-60s (�kg), �925-�964 (�kg); pennies, �9�3-
�964 (�kg), �950s (�kg), in five one kg clip seal bags. Fine 
- nearly uncirculated. (approx 750) 

$�00

3�
George V - Elizabeth II, �9�7-�995, florins �938, �95� 
Jubilee (8), �954 Royal Visit (2); shillings �9�7M (2), �924, 
�935, �944S, �946; sixpences �927, �928, �934, �936 (3), 
�940, �942D, �942S (2), �943D (3), �943S, �944S (3), �945 
(6), �946 (2), �952 (5), �954, �956, �958, �960, �96�, �963; 
threepences �947 (2), �948 filled 8, �952, �954, �960 (6), 
�96� (��), �962 (��), �963 (�8), �964 (24); pennies �963 
(7), �964 (���); uncirculated twenty cents �995 (�33); 
medallions (��); world (�5); USA Jefferson nickels (�59), 
Roosevelt dimes (�27), Washington quarters (4�), Kennedy 
half dollars, �964 (2), �976, Liberty nickel �905, all in plastic 
pages, the pre decimal in 2x2 holders, all in one carton. Very 
good - uncirculated. (737) 

$220

MIS-STRIKES

  

32*
George V, threepence, �9�7M. Die break, rim to emu to 
shield, the 'three legged emu', cleaned, otherwise good very 
fine. 

$�00

  

33*
George V, penny, �927, struck five percent off centre with 
large raised rim. Good extremely fine and rare thus. 

$250

34
George VI, shilling, �946, struck off centre by five percent 
and slipped in collar with raised lip rim, edge partially milled; 
sixpence, �95�, struck out of collar, flat rims and plain edge; 
Elizabeth II, threepence, �962, struck ten percent off centre. 
Fine - nearly uncirculated. (3) 

$�20

  

35*
George VI, sixpence, �946, struck thirty percent off centre, 
out of collar, plain edge. Good extremely fine and scarce 
thus. 

$�50
Private purchase from Colonial Rare Coins.

  

36*
George VI, florin (�946-7), slipped clipped planchet large 
crescentic gap in reverse, edge fully milled with raised rim 
at point of distortion. Uncirculated and very rare. 

$350

37
George VI, florin, �947, clipped or bitten flan (9mm); penny 
�952A., struck fifteen percent off centre; halfpennies, �942I 
and �948Y., struck off centre by ten and five percent. The 
third very good, others very fine - extremely fine. (4) 

$�20

  

38*
George VI, threepence, �948, struck ten percent off centre 
with large lip (2.5mm) raised rim. Nearly uncirculated and 
scarce thus. 

$�00
Ticket in D.Allen's hand.

  

39*
George VI, halfpenny, �946, struck thirty percent off centre. 
Brown with hints of red, good extremely fine and scarce 
thus. 

$�50
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40*
George VI, penny, �948, struck twenty percent off centre. 
Red and brown uncirculated and scarce thus. 

$�50
Ticket in Greg McDonald's hand.

  

4�*
George VI, shilling, �950, struck thirty percent off centre, 
out of collar, plain edge. Extremely fine and scarce thus. 

$�50

  

42*
Elizabeth II, shilling, �96�, struck out of collar, plain edge. 
Nearly uncirculated. 

$�50

In a slab by NGC as Broadstruck, Mint Error Unc Details, scratches.

  

part

43*
Elizabeth II, sixpence, �963, struck ten percent off centre 
out of collar, plain edge, also �957 (2), �958 (2). Extremely 
fine - uncirculated. (5) 

$�00

  

44*
Elizabeth II, penny, �962, dies rotated by ninety degrees. 
Uncirculated. 

$�00
In a slab by NGC as Mint Error MS 62 BN.

45
Elizabeth II, fifty cents (�966), silver blank, �983 reverse 
turned in press, twelve raised notches; ten cents �967 split 
planchet from internal gas bubble in planchet; one cent �975 
with glue. Fine - good extremely fine. (4) 

$�20

  

46*
Elizabeth II, two cents, date not visible, struck on a one cent 
blank. Red, uncirculated and rare. 

$300

  

  

47*
Elizabeth II, two cents, �98�, struck off centre by fifteen and 
ten percent. Toning on red uncirculated. (2) 

$�00

  

48*
Elizabeth II, two cents, (�966-84), partial brockage on 
obverse and reverse, raised rim in part. Red and brown 
uncirculated and rare. 

$200

  

49*
Elizabeth II, two cents (�985 or �988), struck on a one cent 
blank. Uncirculated. 

$200

  

50*
Elizabeth II, two cents (�988), struck on a one cent blank. 
Red uncirculated. 

$300

Private purchase from Greg McDonald in his priced 2x2 holder.
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5�*
Elizabeth II, five cents, 2007, struck from two obverse dies 
at �80 degree die rotation. Surface marks from being in 
circulation, nearly uncirculated and rare. 

$�,000

  

52*
Cook Islands, Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof silver one 
dollar, 20�2. Incorrectly struck with Tokelau as the country 
name. Possibly unique, FDC. 

$�50

Reportedly only three struck before the error was caught.

 

53*
Great Britain, Elizabeth II, halfcrown, �964 (S.4�45), struck 
ten per cent off centre. Uncirculated. 

$�50

In a slab by NGC as Mint Error MS 64.

 

54*
Great Britain, Elizabeth II , florin, �964, plain edge (S.4�46), 
struck off centre by 3-4mm. Uncirculated. 

$�00

In a slab by NGC as Mint Error MS 63, Broadstruck.

 

55*
Great Britain, Elizabeth II, penny, �965 (S.4�57), struck off 
centre by approximately five per cent. Uncirculated. 

$60

In a slab by NGC as Mint Error MS 64 RB, Broadstruck.

 

56*
Great Britain, Elizabeth II, halfpenny, �964 (S.4�58), 
struck off centre by approximately five per cent. Mint red, 
uncirculated. 

$60

In a slab by NGC as MS 62 RB, Struck Off Centre.

57
Malaysia, minor errors, five sen, �988, slight mirror image 
on reverse (KM.2); ten sen, �98� and �983 minor mirror 
images on both (KM.3); fifty sen, �985, die crack at "8" of 
date (KM.5.3). Very fine - uncirculated. (4) 

$40

  

58*
New Zealand, Elizabeth II, ten cents, �97(?), incorrectly 
struck on a five cents blank (2.77g). Uncirculated and 
rare. 

$350

  

59*
South Africa, Republic, two cents, �987 struck in error on a 
one cent planchet. Some mint red, nearly uncirculated. 

$�00
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60*
South Africa, Republic, twenty cents �988, struck on a one 
cent bronze planchet in error. Red uncirculated. 

$�00

  

6�*
South Africa, Republic, ten cents �99�, struck on a bronze 
cent planchet in error. Brown and red uncirculated. 

$80

  

62*
South Africa, Republic, twenty cents, �993, struck on 
a bronze cent planchet in error. Brown and red, nearly 
uncirculated. 

$�00

  

63*
USA, Lincoln cent (c�990) struck fifty percent off 
centre. Traces of nickel or zinc in lettering and rim, red 
uncirculated. 

$50

MINT ROLLS

64
Elizabeth II, threepence, �957. Original CBA wrapper roll 
of 40 coins, uncirculated and scarce. 

$300

65
Elizabeth II, halfpenny �96�. Original Wales Bank wrapper 
of 60 coins, uncirculated. 

$�50

66
Elizabeth II, sixpence, �962. Plain wrapper roll of 40 coins, 
uncirculated. 

$200

67
Elizabeth II, penny �962 Perth. Roll of 30 coins, 
uncirculated. 

$�80

68
Elizabeth II, penny �963. Plain roll of 60 coins, 
uncirculated. 

$250

69
Elizabeth II, halfpenny, �964. Plain wrapper of 60 coins, 
uncirculated. 

$�50

70
Elizabeth II, penny, �964 Perth. Plain roll of 50 coins, 
uncirculated. 

$�80

7�
Elizabeth II, one cent �967, �969 (�3), �970, �975 (�5), 
�977; two cents �98� (6); one dollar �986 (4), �988 (5). 
The one cents in Reserve Bank wrappers, others in RAM 
wrappers, uncirculated. (46) 

$350

72
Elizabeth II, fifty cents, �977, �982 (3), �988 (6), all in RAM 
wrappers, �99� (6) in B security wrappers. Slight oxidisation 
on the last, otherwise uncirculated. (�6) 

$200

DECIMAL COINS

73
Elizabeth II, Royal Australian Mint sets, �966 and �969. 
Both sets in blue wallets, and with the one and two cents 
toned, very fine - uncirculated. (2) 

$�00

74
Elizabeth II, mint sets, �966 in blue card (2); one and two 
cents, �966 on green card; one cent to twenty cent sets, �967 
and �968 in unofficial blue wallets; together with Burke & 
Wills two coin set, 20�0. The first two cards soiled, the green 
card with two 1cm tears top corner, very fine - uncirculated. 
(6 sets) 

$�20

75
Elizabeth II, mint sets, �966 (black wallet), �970, �977, 
�979-�99�; mint ten dollars �982 (2), five dollars �988, 
dollar �984, fifty cents �970 (3, in hard plastic) also New 
Zealand Commonwealth Games �974 dollar. In packs of 
issue, uncirculated. (24) 

$240

76
Elizabeth II, mint sets of pre decimal and �966 decimal 
as twin packs, each set in a plastic boomerang shaped 
case attached to a printed card 'Twin' Gift Pack Currency 
Memento Cases (9), also set on smaller yellow promotional 
card (total �20 coins). Very fine - uncirculated. (�0 sets) 

$�50
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77
Elizabeth II, mint sets, �963/64 combined dates by Sherwood, 
�992, mixed dates set �980-2004 by Sherwwod, 2006 (2), 
2007 (2), 20�2 (3); also Bicentennial School students medal, 
�988. Uncirculated. (�2) 

$�50

Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection.

78
Elizabeth II, mint sets �966 (4, collector formed), �969 (blue 
wallet 2), �983, �966 one and two cent (card); BP wallets 
(2) another just pre-dec, Blue pre decimal and decimal 
souvenir wallet, �966 made up sets (��), �967 sets (7), �968 
sets, Mining bronze (7), �976-78 sets or pack sets; �969-78 
various issues, on four plastic pages, fifty cents �966-�978 
on two pages (22), total �3 pages. Toned extremely fine - 
uncirculated. (approx 300) 

$350

79
Elizabeth II, mint sets, �969, �974, �976, �977, �978, �979, 
�980, �98�, �982, �983. In Royal Australian Mint wallets, 
the one and two cents in the 1969, 1974 and 1976 sets toned, 
extremely fine - uncirculated. (�0) 

$�50

80
Elizabeth II, mint sets, �984-89; Baby mint sets, �995, 2009-
�3; 20�6, Circulating Coin Folder, missing all but the fifty 
cents. In packs of issue, uncirculated. (�3) 

$�00

8�
Elizabeth II, mint sets, �984, �985, �986, �987, �988 (2), 
�989, �990, �992 - �999. The 1984 and 1985 sets with 
yellow plastic and wear to outer covers, uncirculated. (�6) 

$250

82
Elizabeth II, mint sets, �990 - 2002. In packs of issue, 
uncirculated. (�3) 

$200

83
Elizabeth II, mint sets, 2000, 200�, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 
2007 (2), 2008, 2009, 20�0, 20��. Uncirculated. (�2) 

$200

84
Elizabeth II, State series mint set, 200� NSW; mint one 
dollar silver kangaroo, 2002; Perth Mint, silver one ounce, 
one dollar kookaburra, 2002; PNC, �998 Bass & Flinders; 
proof one ounce silver medallions, 2002 (2) (39mm) koala, 
crocodile. Uncirculated - FDC. (6) 

$�00

85
Elizabeth II, mint sets, 2003-�0, 20�� (2, one with Berlin 
WMF 40th anniv cover), 20�2-�8. In packs of issue, 
uncirculated. (�6) 

$250

86
Elizabeth II, mint Baby coin sets, Gumnut �993, �994 (2), 
�995, �996. Uncirculated. (5) 

$200

87
Elizabeth II, mint Baby coin sets, Gumnut, �994 with Year of 
the Family fifty cents; �997 with Kingsford Smith one dollar; 
koala, �998 with Bass & Flinders fifty cents; 200� with 
Federation fifty cents and one dollar; 2002 with Outback 
fifty cents and one dollar. Uncirculated. (5) 

$200

88
Elizabeth II, mint Baby coin set, Gumnut, �997. 
Uncirculated. 

$�50

89
Elizabeth II, mint Baby coin sets, koala, �998, �999, 2000. 
Uncirculated. (3) 

$200

90
Elizabeth II, mint Baby coin sets, koala, 200�, 2002, 2003, 
2004, 2005. Uncirculated. (5) 

$250

9�
Elizabeth II, mint Baby coin sets, Magic Pudding, 2006, 
2007 (2), 2008 (3). Slight damage to outer cover of first set, 
otherwise uncirculated. (6) 

$�20

92
Elizabeth II, mint Baby coin sets, Blinky Bill, 2009 (2), 20�0 
(3), 20��; Dot and Kangaroo, 20�2. Uncirculated. (7) 

$�50

93
Elizabeth II, Centenary of Federation, 200�, States and 
Territories, twenty coin collection. In folder of issue, 
uncirculated. 

$�00

94
Elizabeth II, first one dollar coin last one dollar note �984 
coin and note sets in green plastic pack of issue (private) 
(6.3kg). Uncirculated. (72) 

$240

95
Elizabeth II, coin and note sets, one dollar �984 (3�) and 
two dollars �988 (30), RAM mint one dollar �984 (�0), 
hard plastic cased one dollars �984 (30). In packs of issue, 
uncirculated. (�0�) 

$300

96
Elizabeth II, two dollars, coin and note pairs �988, last note 
first coin in promotional souvenir wallet. In wallets of issue, 
uncirculated. (72) 

$350

97
Elizabeth II, mint gold two hundred dollars, �980. In wallets 
of issue, uncirculated. (3) 

$2,000

98
Elizabeth II, mint gold two hundred dollars, �980 (5), �98� 
(2), �982 (2), �983 (2), �984, �988-�992. In packs of issue, 
uncirculated. (�7) 

$�0,200
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99
Elizabeth II, mint gold two hundred dollars, �98�. In wallet 
of issue, uncirculated. 

$600

�00
Elizabeth II, carded mint gold two hundred dollars, �99�. 
In pack of issue, uncirculated. 

$600

�0�
Elizabeth II, specimen gold one hundred dollars, �997. In 
case of issue with certificate, uncirculated. 

$600

�02
Elizabeth II, mint one tenth ounce fine gold kangaroo, 20�2. 
In perspex holder, uncirculated. 

$200

�03
Elizabeth II, Landmark series, ten dollar two coin sets, �997 
Sydney; �998 Melbourne; �999 Snowy Mountains. In cases 
of issue with certificates, the last set with some foxing to case 
fabric lining, uncirculated. (3) 

$�20

 

 

�04*
Elizabeth II, copper "antique" ten dollars, 20�4, "For Valour 
A History of The Victoria Cross", commemorative coin. In 
case of issue, uncirculated. 

$�20

�05
Elizabeth II, mint five dollars, �988, in small box (3.5kg). In 
Commonwealth Bank plastic flips, uncirculated. (��0) 

$450

�06
Elizabeth II, mint five dollars �990 (approx 20), New 
Zealand cased cupro-nickel dollars together with Pitcairn 
Islands (approx 60), M.R.Roberts and others overdates in 
cases of issue (approx 200, different themes, including Holey 
Dollar �8�3, �988, Halley's Comet; Navy, Fire brigades, all 
in one carton (approx �6kg). Uncirculated. (approx 300) 

$400

�07
Elizabeth II, mint carded five dollars, �990 (4), �992 (2), 
�994 (2), �996 (2), �998, 200�, 2002 (4), 2006, 20�� (2, 
different themes). Uncirculated. (�9) 

$�20

�08
Elizabeth II, Sydney 2000 Olympic Games Mascot Medallion 
and Bronze Sports Coin Collector's Series album, mint set 
of twenty eight aluminium bronze five dollars and twenty 
eight enamel mascot medallions and one bronze subscriber's 
medallion. In official Limited Edition album, uncirculated. 
(57) 

$�50

�09
Elizabeth II, mixed dates, coloured (except a few) two 
dollars. Mostly extremely fine - uncirculated. (�03) 

$200

��0
Elizabeth II, two dollars, assorted years in clip seal bags, 
�988 (25), �990 (2), �992 (�0), �994 (9), �995 (7), �996 
(7), �997 (2), �998 (8), �999 (26), 2000 (4), 200� (20), 
2002 (9), 2003 (6), 2004 (6), 2005 (�2), 2006 (8), 2007 (7), 
2008 (�2), 2009 (27), 20�0 (47), 20�2 (�0), 20�2 (Poppy 
��), 20�3 (82), 20�3 (Coronation 2), 20�4 (38), 20�5 (�2), 
20�6 (2), 20�6 (Olympic 2); singles in 2x2 holders or clip 
seal bags �988 (6), �989 (��), �999 (3), �996 (2), �997 (5), 
�998, �999 (9), 2000 (3), 200� (�6), 2002 (9), in flat box 
(3.3kg). Very fine - uncirculated. (443) 

$800

���
Elizabeth II, specimen one ounce fine silver kangaroo dollars, 
�993 (2), �995, 2000-0�. In packs of issue, uncirculated. 

$�20

��2
Elizabeth II, one dollars, in clip seal bags, by year and type, 
�984 (44), �985 (36), �986 (�7), �988 (��), �993 (5), �994 
(7), �995 (4), �996 (�2), �997 (22), �999 (�4), �998, 2000 
(�0), 200� (Federation 27), 200� (Volunteers �4), 2002 (26), 
2003 (Women 2�), 2003 (Volunteer 3), 2004 (6), 2005 (3), 
2005 (Peace 2�), 2006 (9), 2007 (Apex 24), 2008 (Scouts 
33), 2008 (Quarantine �), 2009 (Pensions 2�), 20�0 (20), 
20�0 Girl Guides (9), 20�� (Chogm �0), 20�� (�3), 20�3 
(��), 20�4 (Anzac 7), 20�5 (8), 20�5 (Anzac �); in 2x2 and 
clip seal bags individually, �984 (�3), �985 (5), �986 (7), 
�988 (8), �997 (7), �998 (��), �999 (2), 2000 (3), 200� 
(9), 2002 (5), in a 2x2 box, all in flat box (5.4kg). Fine 
- uncirculated. (53�) 

$450

��3
Elizabeth II, mixed dates carded mint dollars (�4); mint one 
ounce fine silver kangaroo dollars, �993, �995-98; mint 
sterling silver ten dollars, �985-88, �992; carded mint set, 
�966. Uncirculated. (25) 

$200
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��4
Elizabeth II, carded mint dollars, 2000 (2), First Victoria 
Cross Commemorative; 20�6, �00 Years of Anzac (4, three 
different types of packaging). Uncirculated. (6) 

$�00

��5
Elizabeth II, mint one dollars four coin sets, various themes, 
20�0 (2), 20�� (2), 20�2-�8; carded mint five dollars, 2004 
and 2008. In packs of issue, uncirculated. (�3) 

$�00

��6
Elizabeth II, mixed dates carded mint dollars, various dates, 
themes and mint marks. Uncirculated. (approx �30) 

$200

��7
Elizabeth II, silver fifty cents, �966. Very fine - extremely 
fine. (23) 

$�80

��8
Elizabeth II, silver fifty cents, �966. Very fine - extremely 
fine. (92) 

$800

��9
Elizabeth II, fifty cents, �966. Very fine - extremely fine. 
(��7) 

$750

�20
Elizabeth II, silver fifty cents, �966, in tubes (�3) in a sweets 
tin (total 268), in 2x2 holders �966 (�), cupro-nickel �969-
�998 (�44). Nearly extremely fine - uncirculated. (4�3) 

$2,000

�2�
Elizabeth II, mixed dates carded mint fifty cents, various 
themes. Uncirculated. (approx 50) 

$80

�22
Elizabeth II, fifty cents, �970 (84), �977 (26), �98� (55 
including roll), �982 (90), �988 (7), �99� (30), other 
commemoratives up to 20�6 (322), all sorted into clip seal 
bags (�0.3kg). Extremely fine - uncirculated. (6�4) 

$350

�23
Elizabeth II, fifty cents, cupro-nickel, sorted by year and type 
into clip seal bags (�0.3kg). Extremely fine - uncirculated. 
(approx 650) 

$300

�24
Elizabeth II, �969-20�9, fifty cents (approx 325); two 
dollars, coloured issues 20�6 (4), 20�7 (2), 20�8 (6), 20�9 
(4), Gumnut medalet and one dollar note (pair) (R.78) (5kg). 
Fine - uncirculated. (approx 350) 

$200

�25
Elizabeth II, fifty cents �99�, ram's head reverse, in official 
plastic bag of issue or distribution. Uncirculated. (200) 

$200

�26
Elizabeth II, mint carded coloured fifty cents, all 
commemorating famous car models, 20�6 (6, all Holden), 
20�7 (5, all Ford), 20�8 (2, Ford and Holden); mint carded 
seven coin sets, 20�8, Gold Coast XXI Commonwealth 
Games (2) (contains one dollars [4], two dollars [3]); mint 
carded two coin sets, twenty cents and one dollars, 2008-�3; 
proof two coin sets, twenty cents and one dollars, 2008-�2; 
proof dollars, �984 (2), 20�4. Uncirculated - FDC. (28) 

$�00

�27
Elizabeth II, carded mint fifty cents, 20�7; carded mint 
dollars, 2008 (Rugby and Rat), 20�2, 20�8; twenty cents 
PNC, 20�3; various dates and themes one dollar PNCs (6); 
carded mint five dollars , 2004, 2006; five dollars PNC, 20�� 
(Remembrance Day); five dollars, 2000; mint sets, �99�, 
2002; proof set, 2004 (missing outer); proof sterling silver 
ten dollars, �985 (missing outer); proof fine silver Holey 
Dollar and Dump set, �988; Great Britain, worn crown, 
�892. Good - FDC. (22) 

$�50

�28
Elizabeth II, �966-�98�, collection in Hendo album. 
Generally uncirculated, a few very fine. (92) 

$70

�29
Elizabeth II, one cent �967 to two dollars 2008, mostly 
twenty, fifty cents, one and two dollars, also Great Britain 
decimal issues and a few Europe and UAE, all set out on six 
felt lined trays in Leuchturn carry case with key. Extremely 
fine - uncirculated. (�78) 

$250

Ex Dr L.J.Sherwin Collection.

�30
Elizabeth II, a selection of modern issues, all NGC slabbed 
and graded, two cents, 20�6 (3) (all MS 69 RD); twenty 
cents, 20�6, Dirk Hartog's Landfall 400th Anniversary 
(3) (MS 69 [�], MS 70 [2]); fifty cents, 20�7, Year of The 
Rooster (MS 67); fifty cents, 20�6, 50th anniversary of fifty 
cents (MS 69). Uncirculated. (8) 

$50

�3�
Elizabeth II, twenty cents, �966-20�5, sorted by year and 
type into clip seal bags, and one box of singles in 2x2 holders 
and clip seal bags all as per owner's list (��.2kg) includes 
�995 UN tube rolls (2). Fine - uncirculated. (approx �000) 

$250

�32
Elizabeth II, carded mixed dates commemorative twenty 
cents, nine coin set, by Sherwoods; carded mixed dates 
commemorative fifty cents, six coin set, inc �966, by 
Sherwoods; mint fifty cents, program, six coin sets, 20�4-�6, 
Official Australia at War program, in folders and slip case; 
mixed dates carded mint dollars, various themes (�0); mint 
one dollars (4) and two dollars (3), Possum Magic seven coin 
set, 20�7; Victoria State mint set, 200�; five dollars, �988, 
in unofficial perspex holder; mint sterling silver ten dollars, 
�988 (2). Uncirculated. (lot) 

$�50



�0

�33
Elizabeth II, mixed dates twenty cents PNCs (��); mixed 
dates fifty cents PNCs (�9); mixed dates one dollars PNCs 
(�8); mixed dates two dollars PNCs (3); five dollars, PNCs, 
�997, 20��. Uncirculated. (53) 

$�00

�34
Elizabeth II, twenty cents, 20�5, Magna Carta 800th 
Anniversary (�5), all NGC slabbed and graded between MS 
66 and 68; twenty cents, 20�5, 200th Anniversary of Birth of 
Henry Parkes (3), both NGC MS 69. Uncirculated. (�8) 

$60

�35
Elizabeth II, carded mint twenty cents, fourteen coin sets, 
Anzacs Remembered; Anzac To Afghanistan and Legends 
of The Anzacs; mixed dates and themes carded mint twenty 
cents (�6); mixed dates and themes carded mint fifty cents 
(9). Uncirculated. (lot) 

$60

�36
Elizabeth II, ten cents, �966-20�5, sorted into clip seal bags 
and 2x2 holders, details as per owner's list in a small box 
(4.6kg). Fine - uncirculated. (approx 700) 

$�20

�37
Elizabeth II, �966-20�5, five cents sorted by year in clip seal 
bags, �966 (65), �967 (28), �968 (8), �969 (�2), �970 (6), 
�97� (6), �972 (3), �973 (�2), �974 (�2), �975 (�6), �976 
(33), �977 (42), �978 (�4), �979 (35), �980 (34), �98� (�28), 
�982 (74), �983 (37), �984, (26), �987 (27), �988 (32), �989 
(�6), �990 (3), �99� (�0), �992 (9), �993 (27), �994 (20), 
�995 (�4), �996 (�9), �997 (�6), �998 (30), �999 (66), 2000 
(�2), 200� (22), 2002 (35), 2003 (�2), 2004 (�0), 2005 (�6), 
2006 (24), 2007 (6), 2008 (�9), 2009 (�9), 20�0 (23), 20��, 
20�2 (20), 20�3 (33), 20�4 (��), 20�5 (5); in 2x2 holders 
�973, �976 (2), �977, �980 (2), �98� (5), �982 (�3), �983 
(�6), �984 (8), �987 (3), �988 (5), �993, �996 (4), �997 
(�8), �998 (�8), �999 (�4), 2000 (7), 200� (8); one and two 
cents similarly in clip seal bags, only 2 each of �967, �968; 
also two cents in 2x2 holders in two 2x2 boxes from �973 
to �988; one cent �969-�989; total five cents (�3�4), all in 
one carton (��.9kg). Fine - uncirculated. (approx 2,200) 

$�00

�38
Elizabeth II, mint bronze two cents, 20�7; mint carded 
twenty cents, 20�2 (2) and fifty cents, 20�2, Shores Under 
Siege pack; mint carded twenty cents, 20�3 (2) and fifty 
cents, 20�3, Centenary of Australian Banknotes pack; proof 
sterling silver two dollars, �988; proof five dollars, �990 
(missing outer box); fine silver, frosted mint five dollars, 20�4 
(Victoria Cross); frosted mint three coin set, 20�6 (Queens 
90th Birthday); Perth Mint, mint one tenth ounce fine silver 
koala, 20�3; mint one ounce fine silver kookaburra, �992; 
Australian Wildflowers base metal medal; ��� Years of Ashes 
base metal medal. Uncirculated - FDC. (lot) 

$�00

�39
Elizabeth II, �966-2000, packaged by denominations, all 
base metal issues, selected specimens (gross weight 8.7kg). 
Extremely fine - uncirculated. (approx 600) 

$70

�40
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, specimen Lunar one tenth ounce 
gold �5 dollars, 2006 year of the dog; miniature proof gold 
five cents 20�2. Uncirculated; FDC. (2) 

$250

�4�
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, holey dollar and dump sets �988 
(2�), �989 (23), �990 (22); silver kookaburras, one ounce 
�990 (20), �99� (20), �992 (�0). Uncirculated - FDC. 
(��6) 

$3,500

�42
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, specimen one ounce fine silver 
kookaburra dollars, carded two coin sets, one for the ANA 
Worlds Fair of Money, Los Angeles, 2009 containing a 2008 
and 2009 issue; the other for the World Money Fair, Berlin, 
20�0 containing a 2009 and 20�0 issue. Uncirculated. (2) 

$�00

�43
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof silver privy marked two ounce 
two dollars, �998 (2); mint silver privy marked two ounce 
two dollars, �998 (2). In case of issue with certificates, one 
plastic case broken, uncirculated - FDC. (4) 

$�50

DECIMAL PROOFS

  

�44*
Unofficial proof pattern silver dollar, �967, plain edge, by 
Andor Meszaros for Pinches Mint. In case of issue, FDC. 

$�,200

Sold with original page advertisement from the ACR Dec. �967, still wrapped 
in tissue of issue.

  

�45*
Unofficial proof pattern silver dollar, �967, plain edge, by 
Andor Meszaros for Pinches Mint. In case of issue, FDC. 

$�,200



��

  

�46*
Unofficial pattern silver dollar, �967, milled edge, by Andor 
Meszaros for Pinches Mint. In case of issue, uncirculated 
with original tissue wrapper. 

$�,000

  

�47*
Unofficial pattern silver dollar, �967, milled edge, by Andor 
Meszaros for Pinches Mint. In case of issue, uncirculated. 

$�,000

�48
Elizabeth II, proof sets �969 (in mailing box), �970, �97�, 
�977-9; mint sets �966, �972 (in mailing boxes), �978, 
�979, �985, �996, 2009, 20�0, 20�0 (four coin set), 20�2 
(coloured coin set), 20�3, 20�5-20. In cases and packs of 
issue, uncirculated - FDC. (23) 

$350
Ex Dr L.J.Sherwin Collection.

�49
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �969, �970, �97�, five of each in 
original registered mailing boxes (3) from the RA Mint; mint 
sets �966 (6 in registered mailing box), �969 (5, in registered 
mailing envelope), �970 (5 in registered mailing envelope), 
�97� (5), usual toning on the bronze in mint sets. In cases 
and packs of issue, uncirculated - FDC. (36) 

$3,000

�50
Elizabeth II, proof and mint sets �972, �973, �974 and �975, 
five of each year in four registered mailing and padded bags, 
bronze toned on mint sets as always. In cases and wallets of 
issue, uncirculated - FDC. (40) 

$2,000

�5�
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �975 - �984. In foams, FDC. (�0) 

$�50

�52
Elizabeth II, proof and mint sets, five of each for �976, �977, 
�978, �979, �980 and �98�. In cases and wallets of issue, 
uncirculated - FDC. (60) 

$450

�53
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �977-�99�, masterpieces in silver 
set, �989; proof silver ten dollars �982 (2), �985; proof five 
dollars �988; proof silver two dollars,�988; proof dollar 
�984. Missing frames, otherwise in case of issue, FDC. 
(2�) 

$400

�54
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �982, �984, �985, �986; mint sets, 
�982 (3), �987; mint ten dollars, �982; mint five dollars, 
�994 Enfranchisement of Women; mint one dollar, �993 (3) 
C, S, BBC Hardware, �994S; Perth Mint, holey dollar and 
dump set, �988. In packs or cards of issue, the proof sets 
missing foam or card outers, uncirculated - FDC. (�5) 

$�20

�55
Elizabeth II, proof sets �982 (6), �983 (9), �984 (8), �985 
(5); mint sets �982 (5), �983 (5), �984 (4), �985 (7). In packs 
of issue, uncirculated - FDC. (47) 

$400

�56
Elizabeth II, proof sets �982, �983, �985, �986, proof ten 
dollars �982, �985-�989; proof dollar �984; mint sets �976 
(3), mint ten dollars �982, Perth Mint Holey Dollar and 
Dump set �988; USA proof silver dollar �983 for Olympics 
in LA �984, Canberra florin, Havelock lucky farthing medal, 
small quantity of pennies and halfpennies and Pope John Paul 
II gilt medal for tour of November/December �986 (cased), 
all in one carton. Fine - FDC. (approx 45) 

$200

�57
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �985 - �995. In cases of issue, FDC. 
(��) 

$�60

�58
Elizabeth II, proof and mint sets, �986 and �987, ten of each 
plus extra, �987 mint sets (20). In cases and packs of issue, 
uncirculated  - FDC. (60) 

$400

�59
Elizabeth II, proof sets �988 (22, one a Coin Fair release), 
mint sets �988 (35). In cases and packs of issue, uncirculated 
- FDC. (57) 

$400

�60
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �989, �99�, �992, �996, 2000; State 
series, mint three coin sets, 200� ACT, NSW, Qld, W A, S 
A, Victoria, Tasmania, Northern Territory, Norfolk Island; 
mint one dollar three coin set, 200� Australian Defence 
Forces; banknote, five dollars, McFarlane/Evans (200�) 
AA 0� 088570. All in folders or cases of issue, the outer 
boxes of the proof sets and the Victorian State set damaged, 
unicrculated - FDC. (�6) 

$200

�6�
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �989-9�, �992 (2), �993-98; proof 
five dollars, �988, �990 (ANZAC twin set), �992; mint sets, 
�979-80, �984-88. Uncirculated - FDC. (2�) 

$200



�2

�62
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �989 (�7), mint sets �989 (22), proof 
sets �990 (�0), mint sets (20). In cases and packs of issue, 
uncirculated - FDC. (69) 

$700

�63
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �989, �99�-92 and 2000; proof 
sterling silver ten dollars, Birds of Australia series, �989 
(2 both standard), �992 (standard), �990-92 (all piedfort); 
Endangered species series, �995 and �997 (both piedfort). 
In cases of issue, FDC. (�2) 

$300

�64
Elizabeth II, proof (20) and mint (30) sets, �99�. In cases 
and packs of issue, uncirculated - FDC. (50) 

$600

�65
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �99�, 2006 (2), 2007 (2) and 20�2 
(2). FDC. (7) 

$�50

Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection.

�66
Elizabeth II, proof sets �992 (20); proof silver dollar �992; 
mint sets (20), mint dollars (�0). In cases and packs of issue, 
uncirculated - FDC. (5�) 

$350

�67
Elizabeth II, proof sets �993 (�0), �994 (�0), proof silver 
dollar �993; mint sets �993 (�0), �994 (�0); mint one dollars 
�993 Royal Easter Show (�0), Royal Melbourne Show (�0). 
In packs of issue, uncirculated - FDC. (6�) 

$320

�68
Elizabeth II, proof sets �995 (�0), �996 (�0), mint sets �995 
(20), �996 (�0), all in one carton (8.9�kg). In case and packs 
of issue, uncirculated - FDC. (50) 

$400

�69
Elizabeth II, proof sets, �996 - 20�3. In cases of issue, FDC. 
(�8) 

$250

�70
Elizabeth II, proof and mint sets �997 and �998, ten of 
each for each year. In cases and packs of issue, uncirculated 
- FDC. (40) 

$350

�7�
Elizabeth II, proof set, �998; proof one ounce fine silver 
dollar, 2009 (AAC �00 years) (missing case); various 
Australian replicas (6); Cook Islands, one ounce fine silver 
dollar, 2008 (Pagoda); Nauru, mint ten dollars, 20��. 
Uncirculated - FDC. (�0) 

$80

�72
Elizabeth II, Centenary of Federation proof twenty coin set, 
200�. Case affected by moisture, coins FDC. 

$�00

�73
Elizabeth II, masterpieces in silver sets, �988 (20); proof 
silver ten dollars (Birds), �990 (5), �992 (5); proof silver one 
dollar �995; proof one dollars �984 (23); mint one dollars 
�993 (2�), �995 (40, B, C, M mms), Ibis replica coin set 
(�970) (�0.7kg). In cases and packs of issue, uncirculated 
- FDC. (��6) 

$�,500

�74
Elizabeth II, masterpieces in silver sets �989 (�5), �99� 
(20). In cases of issue, the 1989 sticking to outer boxes, 
FDC. (35) 

$2,500

�75
Elizabeth II, masterpieces in silver sets, �989 (5), �990 (20); 
proof silver ten dollar birds �989 (5), �99� (5). In cases of 
issue, FDC. (35) 

$�,500

�76
Elizabeth II, masterpieces in silver sets, �990-9�, �993-94, 
�997. FDC. (5) 

$250

�77
Elizabeth II, masterpieces in silver sets, �996 National 
Identity; �997 Opening of the Continent. In cases of issue 
with certificates, the first set with damage to outer side of 
lid, both sets with wear to card outers, FDC. (2) 

$�50

�78
Elizabeth II, materpieces in silver set, �998; proof sterling 
silver ten dollars, Birds of Australia series, �989-90, �992-
94 (all standard), �99� (piedfort); proof sterling silver ten 
dollars, �994, Olympic Heritage series (2). FDC. (8) 

$200

�79
Elizabeth II, masterpieces in silver sets, �998-99, 2004; 
fine silver proof year set, 2009; proof one ounce fine silver 
selectively gold plated kangaroo dollar, proof fine silver 
dollar, 20��, Rock Wallaby; proof fine silver five dollars, 
2007 (Ashes), 20�3 (Centenary of Canberra); proof sets, 
20�4-�8; cased mint set, 20�6. Uncirculated - FDC. (�3) 

$350

�80
Elizabeth II, Bicentennial Coin and Note Collection, �988. 
In folder and cover of issue, uncirculated - FDC. 

$�00

�8�
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �980. In case 
of issue, FDC. 

$600

�82
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �980. In cases 
of issue, FDC. (2) 

$�,300

�83
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �980, �982-
�992. In cases of issue, FDC. (�2) 

$7,200
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�84
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �989. In cases 
of issue with certificates, FDC. (2) 

$�,200

�85
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �990. In cases 
of issue with certificates, FDC. (2) 

$�,200

�86
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �99�. In cases 
of issue, with certificates, FDC. (2) 

$�,200

�87
Elizabeth II, proof gold two hundred dollars, �992 and �994. 
In cases of issue with certificates, FDC. (2) 

$�,200

 

 

 

�88*
Elizabeth II, proof fine gold, two hundred dollars, Rare Birds 
- Gold Series Three Coin Collection 2004 - 2006, each coin 
containing half ounce fine gold. In jarrah case of issue with 
certificate No 268, FDC. 

$3,000

  

  

lot �89 part

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

�89*
Elizabeth II, proof fine gold one hundred and fifty dollars, 
�995 - 2003, set of nine half ounce Floral Emblems of 
Australia coins. In purpose made jarrah case and includes 
individual coin cases, FDC. 

$9,500

�90
Elizabeth II, proof gold one hundred dollars, �998, set in 
surround mount with loop and chain (�8 ct) by RAM (total 
weight �5.59g). In case of issue, nearly FDC. 

$�,000



�4

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

part

�9�*
Elizabeth II, Royal Australian and Perth Mint, The 
Millennium Coin Collection, 2000, containing eight proof 
fine gold one hundred dollars, 2000, Coins of The Olympic 
Games, and sixteen fine silver proof five dollars. In jarrah 
case, no 1594 of 3000, FDC. (24 coins) 

$5,500

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

�92*
Elizabeth II, Royal Australian Mint and Perth Mint, proof 
one hundred dollars, Sydney 2000 Olympic Gold Coin 
Collection, eight coin set. In jarrah case of issue with 
certificate of ownership, FDC. (8) 

$4,750



�5

�93
Elizabeth II, Royal Australian and Perth Mints, proof 
gold and silver three coin sets, The Sydney 2000 Olympic 
Coin Collection, each set containing, a proof fine gold one 
hundred dollars and two proof fine silver five dollars, all 
dated, 2000, the complete series. In original cases, FDC. (8 
sets, 24 coins) 

$5,250

�94
Elizabeth II, The 2000 Australian Olympic Team, Official 
Celebration Collection, containing a proof fine gold one 
hundred dollars, 2000 (�0.02�g) and ten mint Olympic five 
dollars, 2000. In Official leather folder and slip case with 
certificate No 0102/2000, uncirculated - FDC. 

$800

�95
Elizabeth II, proof fine gold and silver two coin set, 
2002, Accession of Queen Elizabeth II, 50th Anniversary 
commemorative, containing proof one ounce fine gold one 
hundred dollars and fine silver fifty cents. In case of issue 
with certificate, set no 1995, FDC. 

$2,000

  

  

part

�96*
Elizabeth II, proof fine gold and fine silver four coin set, 
2002-03, The Golden Jubilee Collection, contains two 
proof fine gold one hundred dollars, 2002-03 (AGW= 2 troy 
ounces) and proof fine silver fifty cents, 2002-03. In jarrah 
case with certificates numbered 0640 (gold) and 0317 (silver) 
respectively, FDC. 

$4,000

�97
Elizabeth II, proof fine gold one fifth ounce kangaroo twenty 
five dollars, 20�0. FDC. 

$400

�98
Elizabeth II, proof one tenth ounce fine gold ten dollars, 
2007, Ashes Commemorative. FDC. 

$�80

�99
Elizabeth II, proof one tenth ounce fine gold kangaroo ten 
dollars, 20�3. FDC. 

$�80

 

200*
Elizabeth II, Sydney 2000 Olympics, proof silver one kilo 
thirty dollars, 2000. In wooden case of issue with certificate 
number 7350, FDC. 

$�,000

20�
Elizabeth II, proof silver ten dollars, �982 (4), �985 (2), 
�986 (2), �987 (2); proof silver two dollars �988 (20); mint 
ten dollars �982 (20), �985 (20), �986 (20), �987 (20). 
Some foxing on ten dollar proof boxes, in packs of issue, 
uncirculated - FDC. (��0) 

$�,500

202
Elizabeth II, proof silver ten dollars �988 (2), �989 (2), proof 
dollars �988 (20), proof twenty cents �988 (7); mint silver 
ten dollars �988 (22), mint silver ten dollars �989 (24); mint 
fifty cents in hard plastic cases �966 (�0), �982 (30). In cases 
and packs of issue, uncirculated - FDC. (�23) 

$750

203
Elizabeth II, proof silver ten dollars �990-93 (2 of each); 
Cook Islands proof silver twenty five dollars �988 (5); mint 
ten dollars �990-93 (twenty of each); Great Britain proof sets 
�970 and �97� (four of each). In packs of issue, uncirculated 
- FDC. (�0�) 

$�,750



�6

204
Elizabeth II, proof silver ten dollars, �994 (2) and �992 (2), 
Australia's Olympic Heritage, four separate coins in official 
case; Austria, proof silver two hundred schilling, �995, two 
coin set, struck for The Centennial Coin Programme. In 
cases of issue, FDC. (2) 

$�20

205
Elizabeth II, proof fine silver ten dollars, three coin set, �999-
200�, Past, Present and Future. In cases of issue, including 
set case, FDC. (3 coins) 

$�50

206
Elizabeth II, proof five dollars, �988 (2), �990 two coin set, 
�994, �996, �998; proof sterling silver ten dollars, �988; 
mint sterling silver ten dollars, �992. Uncirculated - FDC. 
(8) 

$�00

207
Elizabeth II, proof five dollars, �988 cased (30); mint five 
dollars �992 (20); mixed one dollars �993 (25), �994 in 
flips of issue (22); five one dollar coin sets (�0), one ounce 
silver kangaroo dollar �993, mint silver ten dollars �987 
(5), mint hard plastic cased Cook fifty cents (50), proof 
fifty cents �988 (hard case of issue) (20). In packs of issue, 
uncirculated - FDC. (�83) 

$600

208
Elizabeth II, proof five dollars �990, Anzac cased pair sets of 
Australia and New Zealand. In cases of issue in one carton, 
FDC. (2� sets) 

$400

209
Elizabeth II, proof five dollars, �992 and 2000; proof sterling 
silver dollar, �992; proof fine silver dollar, �997; proof one 
ounce fine silver dollars, �996 and �998; proof sterling 
silver ten dollars, �990-9�; proof fine silver ten dollars two 
coin set, �997; Sydney 2000 subscription medals, silver and 
aluminium bronze. Uncirculated - FDC. (��) 

$200

2�0
Elizabeth II, proof fine silver five dollars, 2000, The Sydney 
2000 Olympic Silver Coin Collection, set of sixteen. In Jarrah 
case of issue with certificates, FDC. 

$500

 

 

2��*
Elizabeth II, proof silver five dollars, 2009, International Year 
of Astronomy, contains four small pieces of encapsulated 
meteorite material. Without case and certificate, FDC. 

$�00

One of two samples made (subtle differences with final coin) to be used in 
Paraguay where meteroite material was processed for the capsules. The actual 
source for the meterorites was Argentina. The process of moving parts was 
licensed by CoinJewels under their patent to The Royal Australian Mint 
who struck these coins.

 

 

2�2*
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof prototype, fine silver Meteorite 
five dollars, 2009, International Year of Astronomy, includes 
three small pieces of meteorite. Without case and certificate, 
FDC. 

$�50



�7

2�3
Elizabeth II, proof sterling silver dollars, �992-97; proof 
one ounce fine silver dollars, �996-98; proof sterling silver 
two dollars, �988; proof five dollars, �994 and �996; 
proof sterling silver ten dollars, �988, �990-93, �995-97 
(Endangered species, all standard), �997 two coin set. FDC. 
(2�) 

$300

2�4
Elizabeth II, proof one ounce fine silver dollars, �996 
(Thirtieth Anniversary of Decimal Currency), �997 (Old 
Parliament House), �998 (Parliament House �0 Years On), 
�999 (Majestic Images), 2002 (Melbourne Mint) (case 
deteriorated). FDC. (6) 

$200

2�5
Elizabeth II, proof one ounce fine silver dollars, �997, 2000 
and 2006 (Pillar Dollar); proof fine silver kangaroo dollar, 
2000; proof fine silver five dollars, 2007; mint sterling silver 
ten dollars, �99�; Perth Mint, proof Holey Dollar and Dump 
sets, �989 (2). Uncirculated - FDC. (8) 

$200

2�6
Elizabeth II, proof one ounce fine silver dollar, 2002 
(Melbourne Mint); proof one ounce selectively plated 
fine silver kangaroo dollar, 2007; proof sterling silver ten 
dollars, �99� (standard); Perth Mint specimen two ounce 
fine silver kookaburra, �997, with crown �937, two coin set; 
mint carded one dollars, five coin booklet, 20��, Celebrate 
Australia by Downies. Uncirculated - FDC. (5) 

$�50

Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection.

2�7
Elizabeth II, proof fine silver dollars, �997-98, �999 (2), 
2000-08, 20�0-�4 (all ��.66g each); proof sterling silver 
dollars, �992, �994-96 (all ��.49g each). FDC. (23) 

$300

2�8
Elizabeth II, proof fine silver dollars, 2003 (Holey Dollar 
and Dump); 2004 (�964 Penny); 2005 (�855 half sovereign); 
2006 (Pillar Dollar); 2007 (�732 Johanna); 2008 (Square 
penny); 2009 (Adelaide Assay Office Gold Ingot); 20�� 
(Shipwreck). Cases with various degrees of degradation 
otherwise, FDC. (9) 

$400

2�9
Elizabeth II, proof coins, aluminium bronze one dollar, 
�984 (3), silver one dollar, �993; two dollars, �988 (3); 
aluminium bronze five dollars, �988 (3); silver ten dollars, 
�982 Commonwealth Games, �985, �986, �987, �988 (3), 
�989, �990, �99� State series. In cases of issue, the 1982 
missing cardboard outer, FDC. (20) 

$220

220
Elizabeth II, proof fine silver fifty cents, 20�2, Diamond 
Jubilee (case with deterioration); proof fine silver dollar, 
20�5, Anzac Centenary, 20�6, Australia's First Mints; proof 
fine silver five dollars, 2007, 75th Anniversary of the Sydney 
Harbour Bridge; proof fine silver ten dollars, 2003, Sydney 
Mint Pattern, �50 Years. FDC. (5) 

$200

22�
Elizabeth II, proof one cents, �976, �980-8�, �983-84, 
�986-89, all slabbed and PCGS graded as PR69DCAM; five 
cents, �966C, PCGS MS66, �966L (2) (both PCGS MS66); 
ten cents, �966L (4), all slabbed and PCGS graded as MS66; 
Colombia, five pesos, �968 (PCGS MS65); Malaysia, one sen, 
�978 (NGC MS 62 RB); five sen, �982 (NGC MS 65); fifty 
sen, �983 (NGC MS 65). Uncirculated - FDC. (20) 

$60

222
Elizabeth II, proof ten cents, �976, �980-8�, �983-84, �986, 
�988, all PCGS slabbed and graded as PR69DCAM; proof 
twenty cents, �976, �980-8�, �983, �985-87, �989-90, 
all PCGS slabbed and graded as PR69DCAM; proof fifty 
cents, �976, PCGS PR69DCAM; proof dollar �987, PCGS 
PR69DCAM. FDC. (�8) 

$60

223
Elizabeth II, proof two cents, �980-8�, �983-86, �988-90, 
all slabbed and PCGS graded as PR69RD DCAM; proof five 
cents, �976, �980-8�, �983-84, �986, �988-90, all slabbed 
and PCGS graded as PR69DCAM; proof ten cents, �989, 
PCGS PR69DCAM. FDC. (�9) 

$60

224
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof gold four coin nugget set, 
�988. In case of issue, with certificate of issue, 3234, 
FDC. 

$3,500

  

225*
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof one ounce fine gold one 
hundred dollars, 2007, Treasures of Australia series, 
Sapphires. In case of issue with certificate, FDC. 

$2,000

Contains several encapsulated real sapphires.

  

226*
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof one ounce fine gold one 
hundred dollars, 2008, Treasures of Australia series, Opals. 
In case of issue with certificate, FDC. 

$2,�00

Contains five encapsulated opals.



�8

  

227*
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof one ounce fine gold one 
hundred dollars, 2009, Treasures of Australia series, 
Diamonds. In case of issue with certificate, FDC. 

$2,300
Contains several encapsulated real diamonds.

  

228*
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof one ounce fine gold one 
hundred dollars, 20�0, Treasures of Australia series, Gold. 
In case of issue with certificates, FDC. 

$2,200
Contains six small encapsulated gold nuggets.

  

229*
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof one ounce fine gold one 
hundred dollars, 20��, Treasures of Australia series, Pearls. 
In case of issue with certificate, FDC. 

$2,�00
Contains an encapsulated real pearl.

230
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof one tenth ounce gold 
kangaroo nugget coins, �993 (Whiptail Wallaby). In packs 
of issue with certificates, FDC. (6) 

$�,200

23�
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof fine gold one twenty fifth 
ounce five dollars, 2006, Discover Australia series. FDC. 

$80

232
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof gold one twenty fifth ounces, 
Convict Past Heritage Sites Collection 20��, set of six coins 
commemorating  significant Australian convict sites, includes 
information booklet and a set of ten stamps. Leather case 
with deterioration, certificate number 1174 of 3000 minted, 
uncirculated - FDC. 

$400

233
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof half ounce .995 fine platinum 
fifty dollars, koala, �989. In case of issue, FDC. 

$600

234
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof one twentieth ounce .995 
fine platinum koala, �989; mint set, �989; Sydney Harbour 
Tunnel sterling silver medal and base metal type (2); Coin 
Collector starter kit; Mercedes-Benz, card set with famous 
car models. Uncirculated - FDC. (6) 

$�00

235
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof one ounce fine silver dollars, 
2004 (2), �50th Anniversary of Eureka Stockade; 2006, Pre 
Decimal Coins; 20�0, Treasures of Australia series, Gold, 
containing three small encapsulated gold nuggets. In cases 
of issue with certificates, FDC. (4) 

$�60

236
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof one ounce fine silver dollars 
two coin set, 2005, Anzacs 90th Anniversary; 20�� (Tobruk); 
20�2 (Kokoda); 20�3 (200th Anniversary Holey Dollar and 
Dump). Cases with various states of minor deterioration, 
FDC. (4) 

$200

237
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof one ounce fine silver dollars, 
2005, gold plated kookaburra; 2008, Rum Rebellion; 2007-
08, Discover Australia series; 2008, First Fleet. FDC. (5) 

$�50

238
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof one ounce fine silver dollar, 
2005 (Australian Open), 2005 (PGA Centenary), 2005 
(Dancing Man 60th anniv); Cook Islands, proof .80 ounce 
fine silver dollar (crown jewels); Tuvalu, proof one ounce 
fine silver dollars, 2005 (2, �930d), 2006 (�923 �/2d), 20�0 
(Kingsford Smith). FDC. (8) 

$200
Ex Barry McGown Scott Collection.

239
Elizabeth II, Perth Mint proof half ounce fine silver 
square kookaburras, 2003-04; proof two ounce fine silver 
kookaburra, �992. FDC. (3) 

$80

240
Cook Islands, Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof gold plated 
fine silver one dollars twelve coin set, undated (2003) 
Gemstone Zodiac series, ASW = .273 oz per coin. In case 
of issue, FDC. 

$�50

24�
Cook Islands, Elizabeth II, Perth Mint, proof fine silver one 
dollars, twelve coin set, Gemstone Zodiac series, undated 
(2003), ASW = .273 oz each coin. In case of issue, FDC. 

$�50


